HUMANE SOCIETY OF ELMORE COUNTY, INC
Shelter Control #: ____________________
255 Central Plank Road (Hwy 9)
# Dogs ________ # Cats _________
Wetumpka, Alabama 36092
Adopter:
Ph: 334/567-3377 Fax: 334/567-8774
Email: hselco@bellsouth.net
Driver’s Lic State/No: ___________________________
Website: www.elmorehumane.org
PET MICROCHIP # ____________________________
Type of animal adopted (circle):

DOG

PUPPY

CAT

KITTEN OTHER __________________

MALE

FEMALE

Date of Adoption: _______________ Pet Description:________________________________________________________________
Adopter Name: ______________________________________________________________ DOB: ____________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________
(Physical Street Address, City, State, Zip)

Primary Phone: ____________________________________ Secondary Phone: ___________________________________________
Email (required for insurance):________________________________________________________________________________________________
Veterinarian: __________________________________________________________________________________________________
Adopter
Deposit Paid (if applicable): $__________ Date: _____________ Date of pet pick up/final pmt: ____________ Initials ___________
This is a non-refundable deposit so HSEC will hold this pet for the above noted adopter until the agreed upon date; failure to come on the noted date
without previous communication with HSEC will result in forfeiture of deposit and pet being placed for adoption to another adopter.

Final Pmt: $__________ Paid as (circle one): CASH

C

Total Fee: $____________

AUTHORIZED SPAY/NEUTER REIMBURSEMENT TO VET:

CK # ___________

CATS - $50.00

Credit Card Debit Card

DOGS - $70.00

SE

**NOTE: Your adoption fee covers the cost of the anesthesia and surgery but does not cover the cost of elective pre-surgery blood work
or post-surgery pain medication or other additional charges your vet may have - please discuss with your vet prior to your pet’s
surgery. This also does not cover extra charges if your female pet is in heat because she is overdue for her surgery month.

SPAY/NEUTER MONTH: ____________________________________ (not valid after 30 days)
I THE UNDERSIGNED:

O SE
N
LY

ADOPTION / SPAY-NEUTER CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS

H

1. Certify that I am 19 years of age or older and I am adopting this animal as my own companion animal. I will not give the animal I am
adopting as a gift unless pre-approved by the Humane Society of Elmore County, Inc, resell it, abandon it, use it for breeding purposes,
experimental purposes, vivisection, use it as a guard dog, fighting dog, or as a food animal for human or animal consumption.

U

2. Understand that animals are different from human beings in their responses to human actions; that the actions of animals are often
unpredictable; that animals should be closely supervised when they are with children & other pets; that animal behavior may change after
it leaves the shelter and accustoms itself to a home or other different environment.
3. Understand that the Humane Society of Elmore County, Inc, hereinafter referred to as HSEC, makes no claims or representations as to
the temperament, health, or mental disposition of any animal placed for adoption.
4. I understand and agree that if I do not adhere to these terms, if I have misrepresented myself, or if I have adopted the animal under false
pretenses, or if I fail to adhere to adoption requirements noted herein, the HSEC may reclaim this animal.
5. Agree to provide all proper and necessary care and treatment for the animal I have adopted from the HSEC, including, but not limited
to: appropriate shelter, humane treatment, adequate food and fresh water and veterinary care. I further agree to have the animal
immunized for rabies according to the Code of Alabama, Title 3, Section 7A and that the cost of rabies immunization is my responsibility.
6. I agree that if the animal is an unaltered dog or cat, to have the animal spayed or neutered by a licensed Veterinarian within one month
of the adoption date for a sexually mature animal or at six months of age for an adopted juvenile. I understand that I will receive a SpayNeuter Certificate with this adoption and that the certificate entitles me to have my pet spayed or neutered by one of the participating
Veterinarians on the list provided, or other licensed Veterinarian that agrees to adhere to the HSEC's Spay-Neuter terms and conditions.
7. I further understand that having my adopted pet spayed or neutered is required under Alabama State Law. Failure to comply with this
spay/neuter contract is punishable as a Class A Misdemeanor punishable by a fine of up to $200 and confiscation of my pet by the HSEC.
8. Promise and agree that I will return the animal to the HSEC in the event that I can no longer care for it or I will work with HSEC if rehoming the pet becomes absolutely necessary so that all appropriate adoption paperwork can be transferred to the new owner.
I WILL NOT GIVE, SELL, TRADE THIS ANIMAL TO SOMEONE ELSE, NOR WILL I ABANDON THE ANIMAL.
9. Agree that if the animal is removed from my home or otherwise confiscated by a third party, including, but not limited to, law
enforcement or any animal welfare agency, because I have failed or neglected to provide all proper and necessary care and treatment, I
understand and agree that HSEC may direct the third party to return the animal to the HSEC at which time the HSEC shall have sole
discretion to determine the proper disposition for the animal.
(Contract language continued on reverse)
ADOPTER SIGNATURE: ___________________________________________________________ DATE: __________________________________
(your signature implies your acceptance to all conditions of this adoption contract and adherence to the same)
ADOPTER PRINTED NAME: ________________________________________________________________________________________________
ADOPTION COUNSELOR SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Adoption/Spay-Neuter Contract:

White – Shelter Copy

Canary – Customer Copy

Blue – Veterinarian Copy

(01/14)

ADOPTION / SPAY-NEUTER CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS (continued)

10. Agree that the HSEC makes no express or implied warranty, representation, or promise relating to my ability to obtain or maintain
liability insurance for any personal injury or property damage caused by the animal. I understand that depending on the breed of the animal
that I have adopted such liability insurance may be unavailable or denied.
11. Agree that the HSEC makes no express or implied warranty, representation or promise as to the age, health, breed, habits, disposition
or safety of the animal. I do hereby, fully and forever release acquit and discharge the HSEC and its officers, directors, employees,
members, insurers, and agents (collectively the "Released Parties"), from any and all manner of action and actions, suits, debts, claims,
liabilities, controversies, damages, costs, expenses, attorneys' fees, demands of any nature whatsoever, whether compensatory or punitive
in nature, including, but not limited to, any liability for personal injury or property damage caused by the animal to another animal or
person, illness to the animal, or illness or parasite transmitted by the animal to another animal or person. I further promise and agree to
indemnify the Released Parties against any and all liability incurred by the Released Parties, including, but not limited to, all judgments,
settlements, penalties, forfeitures, fines, costs, expenses and actual attorneys' fees, that arise out of or relate to my adoption or ownership of
the animal.
12 Understand that the HSEC does not guarantee the health of any animals released from the shelter. The shelter does not knowingly
release any sick animals. The circumstances and not knowing the origins of some of the shelter animals makes it impossible to guarantee
their health. We do not have a Veterinarian on staff at the HSEC; instead a courtesy health examination is offered by the noted supporting
veterinarians so that a licensed Veterinarian can find any health problems that your new pet might have.
13. Agree to take my new pet to a participating Veterinarian for a Courtesy Health Exam within the first (7) business days after adopting
my new pet from the HSEC I understand that this Courtesy Health Exam is a basic visual exam and does not include any blood work.

C

I understand that if-during the Courtesy Health Exam, the Veterinarian determines that further lab work or medical treatment for
bronchitis, kennel cough, upper respiratory infections, worming, or other routine medical conditions, is necessary, that I am
responsible for the Veterinary costs associated with any lab work or treatment provided if I choose to treat the animal.
I understand that the HSEC does not pay any costs toward the Veterinary treatment of an adopted pet, and that I will not be
reimbursed for any Veterinary bills incurred.

SE

I further understand that if the Veterinarian determines the adopted animal is ill, I may choose to pay the Veterinarian for the
treatment required, or I may choose not to treat the animal and return it to the HSEC for an exchange or refund within 10 days for a
previously undiagnosed health reason verified by a licensed veterinarian. I understand that a refund will generally only be granted for a
verified medical reason. Refunds will be mailed within 30 days.

O SE
N
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14. Understand that the HSEC cannot guarantee the ultimate height or weight of a pet adopted from us as a puppy or kitten. Based on
potential breed mix we do our best to estimate size at adulthood, but cannot predict genetics as parentage may be unknown.

U

H

15. Agree that animals need training to become well-mannered and obedient pets. Growing puppies/kittens will exhibit chewing, digging,
jumping and other potentially undesirable traits unless taught otherwise. Kittens & cats will want to climb and jump on most everything
and may claw furniture to sharpen their claws which is normal kitten/cat behavior. I understand that my puppy/kitten will not train itself
and that I am responsible for teaching it basic manners, housetraining, leash training, litter training, etc. The HSEC encourages owners to
pursue basic obedience training for puppies and dogs and can provide information on local trainers to assist at the owner’s expense.
16. I agree to keep a collar and current Rabies vaccination tag on my pet at all times as required by Alabama State Law, Title 3, Section
7A-4. I further agree to abide by all leash/containment laws for the state/county/municipality in which I and my pet resides.
17. The HSEC does not condone the “tying out” of animals for extended periods of time and recommends that cats be kept as indoor only
pets. Keeping a dog or cat adopted from us outside on a chain or tie-out as a permanent form of confinement is a violation of this adoption
contract and can result in the confiscation of your adopted pet by the HSEC. When dogs are outside, well-fenced yards are preferred to
keep a dog safe from getting lost, cars, other dogs, other people, etc.
18. Due to the extremely high risk of heartworm disease in our area, the HSEC strongly recommends that all dogs be kept on monthly
heartworm preventive upon the advice of the owner’s veterinarian and at owner expense.
19. All pets adopted from HSEC are micro-chipped to further help identify your pet in the event it becomes lost – we scan all incoming
animals at our shelter for the presence of a microchip. Failure to update any changes in your contact information with the microchip
company can result in an inability for the rescuing agency to reunite your pet with you.
20. Before pursuing declawing of a cat, please consult us and/or your veterinarian for other options to mitigate clawing behavior.
Declawed cats must remain indoors at all times. Knowingly adopting a declawed cat from HSEC with the intent for it to go outside is a
breach of this adoption contract and can result in the confiscation of the cat by HSEC.
21. I am aware of the costs of owning and properly caring for all of my pet(s) and am financially able to meet the necessary expenses to
properly care for my pet over the course of its natural life. At a minimum these expenses include quality food, veterinary care, flea and
tick prevention, heartworm prevention, adequate housing, bedding, collars, leashes, identification, containment to keep your pet safe,
boarding or pet sitting charges, etc. We further encourage our adopters to maintain or seek out pet insurance, or to maintain an emergency
pet medical fund in the event your pet becomes injured or grievously ill. Having a good relationship with your veterinarian can help
greatly in the event your pet needs emergency veterinary care.

Nothing makes us happier than hearing back from our adopters. We love getting pictures of our adopted
pets and ask that you send us updates and pictures to our email at hselco@bellsouth.net. We will post your
pictures on our website’s (www.elmorehumane.org) Happy Tails pages. We also invite you to join our
Facebook family – just look for the Humane Society of Elmore County! Thank you so much for adopting not
only a shelter pet, but one of our shelter pets!
(01/14)

HUMANE SOCIETY OF ELMORE COUNTY, INC
Shelter Control #: ____________________
255 Central Plank Road (Hwy 9)
Adopter:
# Dogs ________ # Cats _________
Wetumpka, Alabama 36092
Ph: 334/567-3377 Fax: 334/567-8774
Email: hselco@bellsouth.net
Driver’s Lic State/No: ___________________________
Website: www.elmorehumane.org
PET MICROCHIP # ____________________________
Type of animal adopted (circle):

DOG

PUPPY

CAT

KITTEN OTHER __________________

MALE

FEMALE

Date of Adoption: _______________ Pet Description:________________________________________________________________
Adopter Name: ______________________________________________________________ DOB: ____________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________
(Physical Street Address, City, State, Zip)

Primary Phone: ____________________________________ Secondary Phone: ___________________________________________
Email (required for insurance):________________________________________________________________________________________________
Veterinarian: __________________________________________________________________________________________________
Adopter
Deposit Paid (if applicable): $__________ Date: _____________ Date of pet pick up/final pmt: ____________ Initials ___________
This is a non-refundable deposit so HSEC will hold this pet for the above noted adopter until the agreed upon date; failure to come on the noted date
without previous communication with HSEC will result in forfeiture of deposit and pet being placed for adoption to another adopter.

Final Pmt: $__________ Paid as (circle one): CASH

C

Total Fee: $____________

AUTHORIZED SPAY/NEUTER REIMBURSEMENT TO VET:

CK # ___________

CATS - $50.00

Credit Card Debit Card

DOGS - $70.00

SE

**NOTE: Your adoption fee covers the cost of the anesthesia and surgery but does not cover the cost of elective pre-surgery blood work
or post-surgery pain medication or other additional charges your vet may have - please discuss with your vet prior to your pet’s
surgery. This also does not cover extra charges if your female pet is in heat because she is overdue for her surgery month.

SPAY/NEUTER MONTH: ____________________________________ (not valid after 30 days)
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FREE COURTESY HEALTH EXAMINATION CERTIFICATE

H

Notice: if the pet that you have adopted has a health problem, and the veterinarian examining the animal treats said animal, you will be responsible for any
& all expenses. Humane Society of Elmore County, Inc., policy is to exchange or refund only for verified medical reason or as approved by the Director.
In order to insure the continued good health of animals adopted from the HSEC regular examinations by a veterinarian are recommended. This valuable
service is being provided by your local participating veterinarian.

U

This certificate is valid for (7) business days. It entitles your pet to a free courtesy examination by any participating veterinarian. Please verify this with
the participating clinic of choice by telephone and make an appointment if required.
This free examination does not include charges for blood work, medications or injections that may be recommended by your veterinarian (see adoption
papers). Rabies vaccinations for pets required by Alabama law must be obtained by the owner at owner expense if not already done by the shelter.
INTAKE DATE _________________________

IMMUNIZATIONS/TREATMENTS

DHPP&CPV (Dog) ____________________________________________ FVR-C-P + Calici (Cat) _______________________________________
(Dates)
(Dates)
BORDATELLA (Intranasal):_________________________

RABIES: ______________________________________________________________
(Date, Tag #, Veterinarian)

DE-WORMING: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
(Roundworms, Hookworms, Whipworms // Tapeworms)
FLEA / MITE TREATMENT ___________________________________________ ____________________________________________________
(Dates)
(Product)
OTHER:___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
HEARTWORM / FELV-FIV TEST*: NEG POS ___________________ Last Heartworm Preventive: _____________________________
(Date)
*I understand that even if this pet is supposed to be negative for heartworms or negative for FiLv-FIV according to the HSEC, I may still have to
pay my veterinarian for a re-test to confirm positive or negative and prior to being able to get the appropriate preventives/vaccination.
If noted below I understand that I am adopting this animal with the following condition or fault, and I realize that I am responsible for the costs
involved with any treatment to resolve this condition or fault, or that I am willing to keep this animal as my pet if this condition is not treatable.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
ADOPTER SIGNATURE: ___________________________________________________________ DATE: __________________________________
(your signature implies your acceptance to all conditions of this adoption contract and adherence to the same)
ADOPTER PRINTED NAME: ________________________________________________________________________________________________
ADOPTION COUNSELOR SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Adoption/Spay-Neuter Contract:

White – Shelter Copy

Canary – Customer Copy

Blue – Veterinarian Copy

(01/14)

PARTICIPATING VETERINARIANS
The following is a list of participating veterinarians you may contact for a free courtesy health exam and spay/neuter surgery for your new pet.
Please call for an appointment as soon as possible to get the free courtesy health exam. This is very important. Bring your adoption
paperwork for your Veterinarian to see. The free health exam does not include the administration of any drugs, injections, surgical
procedures, treatment or laboratory tests. Individual veterinary clinic policies are always subject to change, so please clarify with them first
that they will honor our health exam and spay/neuter voucher/reimbursement. If you do not see your veterinarian's name on this list, please ask
if they will honor the Humane Society's free health exam and discount spay/neuter certificate. All Area Code 334 unless otherwise noted.
Castaway Animal Clinic *
P: 918-2130 F: 334-918-2131
20 Castaway Island Rd
Eclectic, AL 36024
Drs. Plaisance, Warren

Animal Care Center
P: 365-3830 F: 365-0016
965 South Memorial Drive
Prattville, AL 36067
Drs. Davidson

Cavanaugh-Bradley Animal Hospital
P: 269-9111 F: 262-6914
3021 Carter Hill Road
Montgomery, AL 36117
Drs. Cavanaugh, Bradley

Animal Care Center
P: 256-825-6737 F: 256-825-7184
17309 Hwy 280
Dadeville, AL 36853
Dr. Caldwell

Chantilly Veterinary Clinic
P: 277-2110 F: 277-3110
11123-G Chantilly Pkwy
Pike Road, AL 36064
Drs. Welch, Benefield

Animal Hospital of Montgomery *
P: 272-2200 F: 272-2200
3310 Atlanta Highway
Montgomery, AL 36109
Dr. Gotthelf, Dr. Pirtle, McCausland

Cobbs Ford Pet Health Center
P: 285-3331 F: 285-3055
2162 Cobbs Ford Road
Prattville, AL 36066
Drs. Seier, Hataway, Todd, Gamper, Ousley

Animal Medical Clinic *
P: 365-7543 F: 365-3067
407 East Main Street
Prattville, AL 36067
Drs. P. Trotter, Jones, Whatley, A Trotter, Matthews

Eastmont Animal Clinic
P: 272-5656 F: 272-9620
111 Eastdale Road South
Montgomery, AL 36117
Drs. Graydon, Ousley, Carroll,Pirtle

Ark Animal Hospital
P: 285-4210 F: 285-4993
3076 Highway 14
Millbrook, AL 36054
Drs. Williams, Day, Kocher, Norman, Larkin

Golden Animal Hospital
P: 279-7387 F: 271-1872
6353 Atlanta Highway
Montgomery, AL 36117
Drs. Livingston, Fields

SE
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Alexander City Veterinary Clinic
P: 256-234-6751 F: 256-234-6770
1068 Airport Drive
Alexander City, AL 35010
Drs. Gavin, Jackson

Goodwin Animal Hospital
P: 279-7456 F: 279-7462
4701 Atlanta Highway
Montgomery, AL 36109
Drs. Goodwin, Sternenberg, Sirmon, Glasscock
Goodwin Animal Hospital Pet Resort & Spa
P: 279-0500 F: 323-1926
11485 Chantilly Parkway
Pike Road, AL 36064
Drs. Goodwin, Sirmon, Glasscock

U

Bell Road Animal Medical Center
P: 279-9100 F: 279-0557
2585 Bell Road
Montgomery, AL 36117
Dr. Lewis

Blue Ridge Animal Clinic
P: 279-5333 F: 279-5358
4422 Wetumpka Highway
Montgomery, AL 36110
Drs. Cynthia Brooks, Busby, Adams, Clegg
Britt Vet Services
P: 283-4071 F: 252-0032
2762 Notasulga Rd., Hwy 14E
Tallassee, AL 36078
Drs. Bo & Ann Britt, Garner, Davidson
Bryson Veterinary Clinic
P: 567-4185 F: 567-6310
11146 Highway 231
Wetumpka, AL 36092
Drs. Bryson, Faison

Caldwell Mill Animal Clinic
P: 205-991-7986 F: 205-981-0568
5196 Caldwell Mill Road
Birmingham, AL 35244
Drs. Jordan, Christenberry, Sokol, Moyana, Wentworth,
Stewart, Martin
Camellia Veterinary Hospital
P: 514-9495 F: 514-9490
4061 US Highway 231
Wetumpka, AL 36093
Dr. John Kelliher
Carmichael Road Animal Clinic
P: 277-1500 F: 277-1501
4232 Carmichael Road
Montgomery, AL 36106
Drs. Benefield, Benefield, Westbrook, Dunn

Kowaliga Whole Health Pet Care & Resort
P: 857-1816 F: 857-1876
8610 Kowaliga Road
Eclectic, AL 36024
Dr. Mary Battistella
Mitchell Veterinary Hospital
P: 283-8387 F: 283-3988
1615 Gilmer Ave.
Tallassee, AL 36078
Dr. Michelle Mitchell

Montgomery Animal Hospital
P: 271-0182 F: 271-0235
5524 Wares Ferry Road
Montgomery, AL 36117
Dr. Neal
Montgomery Veterinary Assoc. – CH Rd
P: 269-2508 F: 269-2538
2039 Carter Hill Road
Montgomery, AL 36106
Drs. McLemore, Williford, Armstrong, Aman
Montgomery Veterinary Assoc..– Vaughn Rd
P: 271-1003 F: 270-5769
8401 Vaughn Road
Montgomery, AL 36117
Drs. Armstrong, Aman, Farris

* May have additional charges
Carriage Hills Animal Hospital
P: 277-2867 F: 277-7854
3200 Eastern Bypass
Montgomery, AL 36116
Drs. Salter, VanHooser, Griffin, Strickland, Carswell,
Clegg, Dearmon

Parkway Animal Hospital
P: 821-7672 F: 821-7657
1935 Opelika Rd
Auburn, AL 36830
Drs. Harding, Castleberry, Mawrocki
Pate Animal Clinic
P: 548-2031 F: No Fax
752 Tuskeena Street East
Hayneville, AL 36040
Dr. Harold Pate
Pet Care Center
P: 281-4011 F: 281-4875
4011 Wallace Drive
Montgomery, AL 36116
Drs. Macowski, J. Mount, D. Mount
Phillips Animal Clinic
P: 281-8196 F: 281-8455
4410 Troy Highway
Montgomery, AL 36116
Dr. Phillips, Rusty
Robinson Hill Road Veterinary Clinic
P: 264-2414 F: 262-7585
1615 Robinson Hill Road
Montgomery, AL 36107
Drs. Rogers, Struby
Selma Animal Hospital
P: 875-3700 F: 874-3961
501 Cahaba Road
Selma, AL 36701
Drs. Wood, Lawrence, Howard

O SE
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Golden Animal Hospital - Eastchase
P: 272-6822 F: 272-2726
7131 Eastchase Parkway
Montgomery, AL 36117
Dr. Golden, Dabiero

H

Banfield Veterinary Hospital *
P: 270-1885 F: 270-9927
(PetSmart – The Shoppes at East Chase)
2510 Berry Hill Road
Montgomery, AL 36117
Dr. Rowe, Williams

Northside Animal Hospital
P: 259-3197 F: 875-2336
2612 Citizens Parkway
Selma, AL 36701
Dr. Mike Wells, Youngblood

Snowdoun Veterinary Hospital
P: 281-7388 F: 284-3883
8632 US Highway 331
Montgomery, AL 36105
Drs. Will Carter, Monnie Carter, Pirtle
Southside Animal Hospital
P: 205-322-8566 F: 205-322-6112
3120 4th Ave South
Birmingham, AL 35233
Drs. Harris
Taylor Crossing Animal Hospital
P: 260-8787 F: 260-9256
6897 Atlanta Highway
Montgomery, AL 36117
Drs. Speight, Mitchell, King
Valley Creek Veterinary Hospital
P: 872-7577 F: 872-7729
3013 Citizens Parkway
Selma, AL 36701
Dr. Kendrick
Vaughn Road Veterinary Clinic
P: 277-3705 F: 277-3317
7861 Vaughn Road
Montgomery, AL 36116
Drs. Griffin, Strickland, Salter
Wayside Animal Hospital
P: 256-329-9900 F: 256/329-2893
2630 Dadeville Road
Alexander City, AL 35010
Dr. Martin
Welch Veterinary Clinic
P: 567-4353 F: 567-4354
3966 Highway 231
Wetumpka, AL 36092
Drs. William Welch, Scott Welch
Willis Animal Clinic
P: 281-9780 F: 281-9781
3598 Mobile Highway
Montgomery, AL 36108
Drs. E. D. Willis

(01/14)

